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*270 I. Introduction
In the face of increasing pressures to more clearly define the scope and extent of a copyright in software, Congress created
the Digital Millenium Copyright Act, ostensibly aimed at promoting competition and interoperability among computer
software programs. However, the Act effectively conferred new power upon software copyright owners to restrict access to
the ideas, concepts, procedures and processes embedded in copyrighted material. Against this tide, the Fifth Circuit has taken
a strict approach, finding that an attempt by an owner of copyrighted software to restrict access to ideas through
use-restriction licensing agreements effectively forfeits its copyright, creating a right to compete.
Alcatel manufactures telephone switching devices, a system which upon activation by a traversing phone call converts analog
signals into digital signals and vice versa enabling more efficient long-distance calling.1 Inside these ‘switch’ devices lay
three principal components, a central software operating system containing software which ‘runs’ the system, an interface
system which receives the phone call, and microprocessor cards which, upon activation, download the system software into a
random access memory chip which direct the calls through the system.2 Alcatel manufactured and sold the system as a
package, along with a license agreement directing its customers not to use the software in conjunction with any non-Alcatel
microprocessor cards.3
DGI, manufacturer of telephone switch expansion cards, sought to establish a market in Alcatel-competing microprocessor
cards capable of functioning along with or in lieu of Alcatel’s own cards.4 DGI acquired an Alcatel card, reverse *271
engineered5 it to discover its functional components, and developed its own version of Alcatel’s microprocessor card.6 The
process could not be completed, however, without discovering how the card would interact with and capture a download
from the Alcatel operating system software.7 Undeterred by the fact that the only way to gain access to the software was via a
license agreement, DGI convinced an Alcatel customer (NTS) to allow it to ‘test’ its card on the switch.8 Unbeknownst to the
customer, DGI then made a copy of the software and took it back to DGI laboratories, where it was able to develop a fully
compatible and competitive card.9
The Fifth Circuit in DSC Communications Corp. v. DGI Technologies, Inc. (DSC I) upheld partial injunctive relief in favor
of Alcatel against further infringing use of its software system, which still enabled DGI to test its cards on the NTS switch.10
The court refused to grant tighter injunctive relief because Alcatel was not likely to overcome a possible misuse defense to
infringement to succeed in its infringement action.11 Following a jury trial in which both DSC and DGI were found to have
“unclean hands,” the district court permanently enjoined DGI from “developing any new microprocessor cards with the
assistance of DSC’s operating system and from selling any other DIG microprocessor card designed to use DSC’s software.12
In Alcatel USA, Inc. v. DGI Technologies, Inc. (Alcatel), the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals addressed the issue of whether a
license agreement prohibiting licensees from using copyrighted software in conjunction with certain hardware was copyright
misuse. The case sought to balance public policy interests with intellectual property rights; balancing a right of access to
ideas and functions *272 of copyrighted software with a copyright holder’s right to control its dissemination and use.
Copyright misuse doctrine as applied by the court in Alcatel extends this doctrine too far, confusing equitable public policy
balancing for a right to compete policy, ignoring Congressional mandate granting greater protective ability to software
copyright holders, and devaluing copyright by encouraging infringement. Part I of this Comment provides an overview of the
development and current state of copyright misuse and the holdings courts have made regarding the proper scope of
copyright. Part II summarizes the holding and reasoning of Alcatel. Part III analyzes the failure of the Alcatel court to address

the distinction between idea and expression fundamental in copyright policy. This failure obscured the distinction between
access to underlying ideas and a right to use the expression, resulting in a holding which suggests any potential competitor
has a right to access and a right to compete--a right to take advantage of and profit by the copyright owner’s investment.
This Comment proposes that in cases where a license agreement in fact extends an otherwise valid software copyright to
protect an unprotected item that forms an essential component of the function of the software, courts should apply an
equitable misuse doctrine which recognizes not only a balancing of copyright interests, but also a balancing of equities.
Willful infringers should not be allowed to profit in hopes of a misuse finding. A use restriction in a software licensing
agreement which actually restricts infringement and which incidentally effects an anti-competitive extension of copyright
should not be grounds for misuse.
II. Overview of Software Copyrights and Misuse
A. Historical Developments
1. Introduction
Article I, Section 8, clause 8 of the Constitution provides Congress with the power to “promote the progress of science and
useful arts, by securing for a limited time to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and
discoveries.”13 This provision found its roots at English common law, which recognized an author’s right to make or
authorize the making of copies of his own original expression, in the public interest, ostensibly to promote public
dissemination of those works.14 Respecting the idea that granting federal copyright *273 protection over authors’ works
stimulates creativity, innovation, and public access to those ideas,15 Congress established the Copyright Act, which grants
authors specific and limited rights to prohibit others from misappropriating the expressions of those ideas.16 The Act includes
various provisions recognizing software as copyrightable subject matter.17 The dissemination into the public forum of
copyrighted software usually involve license agreements granting licensees access to and use of copyrighted software while
limiting or outright preventing “unauthorized” copying and access by third party non-licensees.18 The agreements recognize
the economic value of dissemination, but restricting the distribution of software and conditioning license agreements on use
and reverse engineering prohibitions necessarily prevents others from gaining access to the functions and ideas expressed.
2. Scope of Copyright
Presumptively, a copyright owner has the right to exclude others from using the copyrighted work,19 and, with limited
exceptions, can refuse to grant a license.20 On the other hand, the Copyright Act does not protect ideas, procedures, processes,
systems, methods of operations, concepts, principles, or discoveries in general.21 Instead, this provision protects the public
right of access to these areas, codifying the idea that public dissemination enables further development and innovation,22 by
allowing certain otherwise infringing activity to be classified as fair use.23 But software has established itself as a unique
subject of copyright, encompassing both ideas and expression in a single, functional work the end *274 product of which
may profoundly impact competition.24 It is this functional expression which has confounded scholars and engineers alike as to
whether to apply for copyright or patent protection. Arguably, the value of copyright protection for software is limited,
because such value often derives from the results of the computer program text; these results can be achieved either by
copying or by creating a new text.25 Granting a software copyright owner the ability to restrict access to the copyrighted work
through licensing agreements necessarily restricts access to the ideas and functional concepts within the software, subverting
long-standing public policy.26
Defining the scope of an intellectual property right in terms of a system or series of interacting components tied to a
contractually limiting device has had a long and contentious history.27 Because software is typically a functional device
eligible for either copyright or patent protection,28 and copyrights have traditionally been defined and interpreted with reliance
on patent law,29 an examination of how courts have treated patents in similar extension of right scenarios may best
approximate how courts should treat ‘functional’ copyrights.
The Supreme Court in Motion Picture Co. v. Universal Film Co. analyzed the validity of a license agreement limiting its
licensees of patented film projection devices to use of the machine in conjunction with a specific type of film.30 The *275

court assessed the question in terms of the patentee’s “exclusive right to make, use, or vend” the patented device.31 In
rejecting the restrictive term, the Court held that such term seeks to restrict the use of materials not covered by the patent.32
The court stated that the scope of the patent is limited to the “exclusive right to use the mechanism to produce the result”
described in the patent,33 and cannot be expanded through contractual fiat.34
B. Copyright Misuse
1. The Patent Connection
In light of the increasing complexity of an information economy, which by its nature allows greater potential abuse of the
grant of federal intellectual property protection,35 courts have increasingly relied on misuse doctrine to temporarily prevent
the patent or copyright holder from enforcing its respective rights.36 Copyright misuse has developed as an equitable doctrine
and an outgrowth of patent misuse; similar to copyright law in general, its interpretation and application may be best defined
in the context of patent law devices.37
*276 As first applied by the Court in Morton Salt Co. v. G. S. Suppiger Co. with respect to patents,38 misuse is invoked as a
matter of equity when the court finds that the patent or copyright holder attempted to extend the statutory monopoly beyond
the scope of the grant, usually by leveraging control over products (or services) not covered by the grant, violating public
policy behind the grant.39 Patent misuse in this context closely resembles an antitrust violation, but the Court in Morton Salt
rejected the notion of requiring an antitrust violation in order to find conduct eliciting a patent misuse defense.40
A year later, the Supreme Court in Mercoid Corp. v. Mid-Continent Inv. Co. held that a plaintiff asserting contributory
infringement41 will be barred from relief where it sought to expand the patent beyond the terms of the grant.42 The patent at
issue was a combination patent, encompassing three principle components individually unprotected by patent which the
plaintiff licensed under terms granting use of the device only if licensee agreed to use it only in conjunction with one of the
components, thus deriving royalties from that particular unpatented component rather than the device itself.43 The Court
found that the plaintiff sought to use the patent to control competition in the manufacture and sale of competing unpatented
component parts, thus violating the public policy behind the grant of patent.44
Expanding upon earlier rulings, the Court stated that a patent owner cannot extend control over unpatented materials, even if
forming an essential part of a patented whole, through private contract or licensing agreements.45 The Court *277 further
asserted that a defendant who manufactures a competing non-patented component part, which otherwise obtains no other use
than as a component in an infringing product, nevertheless avoids liability as a contributory infringer because the patent
holder misused his patent.46 Thus, irrespective of the fact that a defendant had willfully infringed or intended the product to be
used in an infringing manner, a finding of patent misuse preempts any equitable analysis precisely because of the adverse
competitive consequences of any extension of patent monopoly power.47
This case signaled the end of contributory infringement as a meaningful offensive action against infringers,48 but Congress
responded by enacting section 271 of the Patent Act re-constructing the contributory infringement doctrine and exempting
certain conduct that otherwise would constitute patent misuse under Mercoid,49 providing that no patent misuse shall follow
even where a patent holder in effect extends a patent to control unprotected products, so long as that unprotected product
forms an essential part of the patent and where there is no substantial non-infringing use for that element.50
Accordingly, the Supreme Court in Dawson Chemical Co. v. Rohm & Haas, Co., relying on section 271, reiterated that
patents confer a right upon the patent holder to exclude others from profiting by the patented invention, such that contributory
infringement may be found when the defendant offers to the public an essential but unpatented component of a patented
process.51 Because there was no *278 substantial non-infringing use for the unpatented component, defendant enabled others
to avoid paying royalties on the patented process to which the component attached.52 The Court recognized that such a rule
would enable a patent holder who “ties”53 the sale of the patented article to an unpatented article “to suppress competition” in
that unpatented article,54 but argued that such an outcome, however anti-competitive, effects a compromise between
competing goals of patents of free competition and creating incentives to invest in research and development.55 Permitting
patent holders broad protection which may include unpatented components essential to the exercise or use of the patent
allows patent holders to recoup the costs of development.56 In the absence of such protection, “noninventors would be almost
assured of an opportunity to share in the spoils, even though they had contributed nothing to the discovery.”57

Although the result in this case was controversial,58 it seems clear that section 271 was intended to limit the availability of
patent misuse as a defense to infringement and tilt the competition versus creativity battle slightly in favor of the patent
holder when the patent derives its essential significance from a non-patented element, and where there is no substantial
non-infringing use for that element. In 1988, Congress expanded section 271 to include provisions more closely resembling
the factual underpinnings of Dawson Chemical and further disassociated the possession of an intellectual property right from
market power presumptions.59
*279 2. The Antitrust Approach--Copyright Abuse
The function of antitrust law is to promote competition by weeding out anti-competitive or monopolistic behavior.60
Traditionally, abuse of intellectual property rights by tying arrangements fell under the rubric of antitrust law, incurring per
se antitrust liability under the Sherman Act.61 When antitrust violations are asserted against a copyright holder accused of
‘tying’ the purchase or license of a patented or copyrighted product to an unprotected product and thus using that intellectual
property right outside the scope of the grant, courts have relied upon an equity-based ‘rule of reason’ analysis to determine
whether pro-competitive justifications exist for such vertical restraints, and whether such patent or copyright holder has
market power in the relevant market for the unprotected product.62
Applied in abuse of software copyright cases, courts have found that copyright owners who tie the purchase of copyrighted
software to the purchase of unprotected products or services will be found to have violated antitrust law only where the
copyright owner has sufficient market power in the tied product and acts to eliminate competition in that market.63 The Sixth
Circuit in *280 Virtual Maintenance, Inc. v. Prime Computer, Inc. found that by requiring Ford’s suppliers to use software
licensed exclusively to the defendant computer manufacturer, customers of defendant were in effect “locked-into” purchasing
both hardware and software support services in order to achieve access to the software.64 Because use of such software was
necessary in order to conduct business as a design supplier of Ford, defendant was able to exercise complete control over its
software support services by virtue of its position as exclusive distributor of Ford’s basic software system, enabling the
defendant the “ability to exploit control over the tying product to force the buyer to purchase an unwanted tying product.”65
Nevertheless, the court not suggest that the defendant had misused its copyright, rather it had abused the power of the
copyright to achieve monopolistic market power over a separate product market.
Courts have struggled with the idea that a copyright by definition confers market power in the work.66 There is general
agreement among courts and scholars alike, however, that copyright does not presumptively confer market power.67 Rather, a
copyright may better by seen as a “barrier to entry and expansion to be analyzed along with market share.”68 Anti-competitive
conduct satisfying the *281 Sherman Act may include denying a competitor access to an essential facility,69 or refusals to deal
absent a valid business justification.70 However, because federally conferred intellectual property rights allow the holder of
that the right to determine the terms of its dissemination, involuntary licensing based on essential facilities doctrine “must be
considered a narrow exception to this well-founded rule;”71 an antitrust essential facilities argument will rarely be sufficient to
support a copyright misuse claim.72
3. Misuse
a. Introduction as an Equitable Doctrine
In 1990, the Fourth Circuit court in Lasercomb America, Inc. v. Reynolds found that the license agreement under which the
plaintiff licensed die-making software violated the public policy behind the grant of copyright because it attempted to
suppress competition in the die-making software business.73 This non-compete clause prohibited licensees from developing a
competing version of the software for a period of 99 years,74 which the court stated sought to prevent any attempt to
“independently implement the idea which [the software] expresses.”75 Thus, the “misuse arises from Lasercomb’s attempt to
use its copyright in a *282 particular expression . . . to control competition in an area outside the copyright.”76 Relying
heavily on Morton Salt’s patent misuse holding,77 the court established that an antitrust violation, although it may be
sufficient, is not necessary to support a copyright misuse defense.78
b. Antitrust Approach

The Fourth Circuit in Service & Training, Inc. v. Data General Corp., an antitrust case addressing the issue of to what extent
a copyright holder may ‘tie’ service support with the sale of diagnostic software,79 recognized copyright misuse as a valid
defense based either on an equitable or antitrust approach, but refused to apply it in the case because the defendant failed to
show that the plaintiff used its copyright in violation of antitrust law or any public policy.80 The court found that a copyright
owner may legitimately refuse to sell or license diagnostic software to independent service operators who provide similar
support services to computers manufactured by the software owner.81 As a result, the court suggested that *283 refusing
access to its software, while perhaps harmful to some, is activity “protected as an exclusive right of the copyright owner.”82
Under an antitrust-based analysis, some courts have emphasized that “antitrust laws are designed to protect competition, not
competitors.”83 As such, restrictive licensing aimed at defeating competition and excessive pricing schemes are not alone
sufficient to amount to copyright misuse, so long as they do not attempt to control competition in an area outside of the scope
of copyright.84
c. Mixed Antitrust/Equitable Approach
Similarly, the Ninth Circuit in Triad Systems Corp. v. Southeastern Express Co. held that plaintiff’s practice of selling its
diagnostic software along with maintenance services, and providing use restrictions in its license agreement did not raise an
antitrust-based misuse defense to infringement.85 Defendant-competitor provided computer hardware services to licensees of
plaintiff’s software, which was packaged along with diagnostic service software under a license agreement prohibiting
anyone other than the licensee or plaintiff from using either.86 In providing its services, defendant used plaintiff’s diagnostic
service software in violation of the use restriction, thus infringing plaintiff’s copyright each time it downloaded the
software.87 The court insisted that the defendant was “getting a free ride when it uses that software to perform precisely the
same service” that the plaintiff offers, and that such use “has undoubtedly diminished the value of Triad’s copyright.”88 The
court concluded by suggesting that because the licensing agreement does not prohibit the defendant from independently
developing its own competing service software, copyright misuse is unavailable.89
*284 d. Equitable Approach
The Ninth Circuit recently asserted an equitable approach to misuse doctrine, and held that a licensing agreement prohibiting
a licensee from using or developing competing software rendered the copyright unenforceable because it amounted to an
anti-competitive extension of the copyright in violation of public policy.90 The court stated that regardless of whether there is
an actual anti-competitive effect, the mere fact of conditioning access to the software upon a promise not to use a competing
product during the term of the license gave the copyright owner “a substantial and unfair advantage over its competitors.”91
Similarly, copyright misuse has been found where a best efforts clause in a license agreement in effect prevented licensee
from independently developing a competing product expressing the same ideas embraced in the licensed software.92 The
clause, while enforceable in contract, “served to suppress any independent expression of the idea,” resulting in an
anti-competitive effect.93
The application of misuse to copyright has not been resolved.94 In addressing copyright misuse defense with respect to
licensing agreement restrictions, most courts which have endorsed the defense take either an antitrust or an equitable
approach involving anti-competitive conduct, although some courts have relied on a pure equitable doctrine.95 Most software
copyright cases that have addressed copyright misuse involve blanket licensing,96 tying arrangements,97 or refusals to *285
license98 claims, although some courts rejected the misuse defense where the plaintiff-copyright holder’s conduct was merely
anti-competitive.99 Regardless of the approach, copyright misuse effects a subtle balancing of the interests behind copyright
protection and competition; a copyright “misuse defense would appear to sanction at least some infringement as a necessary
measure of self-help.”100 All of these cases share the common concern with a copyright holder’s attempt to exclude others
from obtaining free access to the ideas and functions within copyrighted work.
C. Reverse Engineering
Courts have attempted to balance these competing interests in spite of the complex nature of software.101 The court in Sega
Enterprises Ltd. v. Accolade, Inc. held that the defendant’s reverse engineering of plaintiff’s copyrighted software constituted
fair use under Section 107 of the Copyright Act,102 where such reverse engineering “provides the only means of access to
those elements of *286 the code that are not protected by copyright103 and the infringer has a legitimate reason for seeking

such access.”104 In so holding, the court rejected defendant’s contention that any intermediate copying incident to reverse
engineering was fair use so long as the end result or product did not infringe the copyrighted work.105 Instead, the court
instructed that such copying would be permissible, irrespective of the end result, but only where there is statutory exception
such as fair use.106
Defendant purchased a Sega console and game cartridges, and reverse engineered both in order to develop its own competing
cartridges which could operate on a Sega console. Under a fair use analysis,107 the court concluded that irrespective of the fact
that defendant’s ultimate aim in ‘copying’ plaintiff’s software was commercial, defendant copied “solely in order to discover
the functional requirements” which would enable it to develop compatible systems.108 This served the public policy behind
copyright by stimulating “the growth of creative expression, based on the dissemination of other creative works and the
unprotected ideas contained in those works.”109 Although the court was neither addressing copyright misuse nor analyzing a
license agreement, the court appeared concerned with the ability of software copyright holders to restrict access to
unprotectable elements contained within the program,110 allowing it to gain a “de *287 facto monopoly over the functional
aspects of the work,” and in effect extending copyright beyond the scope of its grant.111
The Federal Circuit in Atari Games Corp. v. Nintendo of America, Inc. noted that such a fair use defense to infringement
could be available only upon defendant’s having obtained lawful access to copyrighted software or its protected elements.112
Because the defendant obtained a copy of the plaintiff’s object code by misrepresentation before the copyright office,
defendant was barred from asserting fair use as a defense to infringement.113 Furthermore, if fair use were available to the
defendant, it would be available only to the extent that such copying did not result in “commercial exploitation of protected
expression.”114 Thus, intermediate copying in the context of reverse engineering is limited to that necessary to understand the
function of the work; “it is not an invitation to misappropriate protectable expression.”115
The ability to restrict access relates to the ability of copyright owners to exert control over the distribution of software to the
public. The court in Sega dealt with the reverse engineering of a validly obtained and owned copy of the software at issue;
the defendant’s use of the copyrighted work was not governed by a license agreement. While the court in Sega permitted
reverse engineering and its requisite intermediate copying as a permissible fair use exception to a copyright holder’s
exclusive right to reproduce a copyrighted work,116 other courts have extended the *288 definition of copying to include the
mere act of turning on a computer by which software is downloaded into a Random Access Memory cache.117 While this
holding was vitiated by the Digital Millenium Copyright Act,118 it remains a fundamental premise that in the absence of a
specific exception, unauthorized copying of copyrighted software occurs when software not owned by the user is copied by
an act of downloading.119 This issue arises most distinctly in the context of independent service operators’ activities of
servicing computers containing software, the use of which is governed by a license agreement.
D. Digital Millennium Copyright Act
Realizing the failure of some courts to adequately balance the interests of the public against the interests of software
copyright holders,120 Congress enacted the Digital Millennium Copyright Act which carves out reverse engineering and
computer maintenance exceptions to exclusive rights.121 The computer maintenance provision reflects Congress’ assessment
that an absolute ability to restrict access to either a software’s ideas or expressions violates the public policy by granting too
much power to copyright holders at the expense of competition.122 This exception provides that independent service operators
may, in the course of servicing computer hardware and software, make an unauthorized copy of software, including
diagnostic software automatically engaged, without risking an infringement claim.123 However, the provision is “narrowly
crafted to . . . ensuring *289 that an independent service provider may turn on a client’s computer machine in order to service
its hardware components,”124 and may not be read as allowing independent service operators access to and use of protected
diagnostic software.125
Section 1201’s broad new proscription against circumventing “a technological measure that effectively controls access” has
been interpreted as effecting greater protection to authors to control access to works above and beyond traditional
limitations126 while recognizing fair use as a legitimate defense.127 The reverse engineering exception was designed to support
a distinction between “lawful” acts of infringement to gain access to ideas and acts designed merely to appropriate
expressions.128 However, this new provision grants the exception only to those *290 who have “lawfully obtained the right to
use a copy of a computer program.”129 Sections 1201(a)(2) and 1201(f)(2) and (3) suggest that while no person may develop
and traffic in technology designed for reverse engineering, nothing forbids competitive reverse engineering so long as its
purpose is for interoperabilty, the means employed are necessary for that purpose, and such activity does not otherwise

infringe against the targeted work.130 Although Section 1201(c) guarantees that the provision does not impinge on traditional
defenses to copyright infringement,131 it is not clear what effect obtaining unauthorized access through a circumvention of a
license agreement in order to reverse engineer will have on a copyright misuse defense.
F. Divergent Views
As the foregoing discussion suggests, courts and scholars alike differ on the correct approach to analyzing copyright misuse.
Nevertheless, several commentators argue that an antitrust approach leads to unworkable judicial standards because of
inherently conflicting policy objectives aimed at achieving a similar result.132 These commentators urge a public policy-based
analysis with *291 references to antitrust principles to determine the scope of any anti-competitive conduct with respect to a
copyright.133 Other commentators argue that copyright principles provide sufficient structure by which to measure its
economic and statutory scope; requiring an antitrust violation may confuse copyright principles for an antitrust violation.134
Others urge that any analysis should be predicated upon the nature of the copyright holder’s anti-competitive conduct;135
because the misuse defense itself obscures copyright policy when the underlying conduct raises antitrust concerns,136 the
misuse doctrine should be discarded altogether when the alleged copyright misconduct involves a tying arrangement.137 Still
others argue that because copyright misuse doctrine is a judicially created consumer-protection device, it has the potential to
alienate the larger public interest copyright was intended to promote.138
*292 Whatever the merits of any argument, it seems clear that software is a unique form of functional work capable of
harboring both idea and expression and therefore falls under numerous categories of intellectual property protection.
Nevertheless, Congress and the courts have seen fit to give software a certain amount of copyright protection, making it
inevitable that a court will define the scope and economic strength of a copyright by importing standards from other areas,
including antitrust and contract law. To do this belies the fact that copyright misuse, like patent misuse, is an affirmative
defense to an otherwise infringing activity, requiring a court to ask only two questions: whether the copyright holder has
misused the protection afforded its work and whether such misuse could ever justify infringing conduct.
III. Alcatel v. DGI
A. Anti-Competitive Equitable Misuse Analysis
The Fifth Circuit court in Alcatel addressed the issue of whether a software copyright holder’s licensing agreement
prohibiting licensees from using software in conjunction with competitors’ hardware and from disclosure to third parties
amounted to copyright misuse.139 The issue was framed as an affirmative defense to Alcatel’s claim of copyright infringement
and trade secret misappropriation. The court found the DGI had “clearly infringed [[Alcatel’s] exclusive right to reproduce its
software” and misappropriated trade secrets when DGI illegally obtained and copied Alcatel’s operating system software.140
The court also found that DGI engaged in contributory infringement each time an Alcatel licensee activates its system,
allowing a DGI microprocessor card to download a copy of Alcatel’s licensed software.141
Nevertheless, the court took the copyright misuse doctrine to a new level of uncertainty by holding that preventing a
competitor access to and copying of *293 copyrighted software is anti-competitive conduct and misuse of copyright where a
license agreement enables the copyright holder to gain indirect commercial control over an unprotected product used in
connection with the copyrighted software.142 The fact that the license agreement did not actually prevent independent
development of the ideas within the software was not dispositive to issue of whether or not Alcatel extended it copyright
protection.143 The court found anti-competitive conduct in violation of copyright principles in the fact that the license
agreement effectively prevented competitors from using Alcatel’s software to test its competing hardware such that it could
achieve “technically feasible” development of competing hardware.144 As such, even though the license agreement did not
prevent its licensees or defendant from independently developing a compatible product,145 the combined effect of the license
agreement and the existence of copyright-protected software specifications otherwise needed to design a competitive and
workable interoperable system secured for Alcatel a “limited monopoly over its uncopyrighted microprocessor cards.”146
Furthermore, the court adopted a strict pro-defendant equitable approach in holding that irrespective of the nature and breadth
of DGI’s unclean hands, a copyright misuse defense does not require a balancing of equities; indeed the converse is true: a
finding of misuse of copyright precludes a court from considering the equities.147

B. No Antitrust Violation
The decision by the court followed its dismissal as a matter of law the defendant’s antitrust counter-claim, in which DGI
argued that plaintiff’s license agreement prohibiting licensee from using its software in conjunction with competing hardware
violated section 2 of the Sherman Act.148 DGI argued that *294 Alcatel maintained a monopoly in the relevant market for
expansion cards by “locking” its licensees into Alcatel’s expansion card line through its licensing agreement.149 The court,
relying heavily on Eastman Kodak,150 found otherwise arguing first that because Alcatel’s product was not superior or unique
as compared with similar competing products, Alcatel could and did not engage in supra-competitive pricing. Second,
Alcatel’s licensees obtained its licenses through negotiated life-cycle pricing schemes,151 thus the licensees did not face
“substantial information and switching costs.”152 Third, Alcatel’s license agreement prohibiting licensees from using the
software in conjunction with competing hardware remained a long-standing policy erected prior to DGI’s entry into the
market.153 Finally, a relevant market for section 2 of the Sherman Act could not be found because Alcatel’s licensees were
free to obtain competing switch equipment using competing expansion cards and software, as well as obtain used and
aftermarket expansion cards.154 In such a case, a “characterization of the expansion products market as the relevant market is
at odds with market realities.”155
In so holding, the court correctly found that Alcatel had not attempted to monopolize the sale of expansion cards even though
it bundled its software with its component hardware. By finding that there was no relevant market in expansion cards, the
court implied that Alcatel did not assert control over or suppress any market in unprotected expansion cards through its
licensing requirements, thus the effect of its licensing agreement was not to use its copyright to control an unprotected
product.156
*295 IV. Redefining Equitable Copyright Misuse in Terms of Anti-Competitive Effects
While the finding that Alcatel’s license agreement extended the scope of copyright protection beyond its boundaries was
correct, future courts should not rely on Alcatel’s expansion of the Lasercomb-type principled approach to misuse doctrine
because it confuses copyright policy for a right-to-compete policy. Such a policy encourages copyright infringement by
suggesting that, regardless of its actual effects, third parties may infringe with impunity whenever a license agreement erects
an anti-competitive barrier. The Alcatel finding leads to absurd and contradictory results in finding no infringement in
unauthorized ‘testing’ while concurrently suggesting that such ‘testing’ will lead to further contributory infringement, and
amounts to judicial usurpation of clear Congressional policy--after all, the Constitution grants to Congress the power to
define the scope of copyright.
A. The Alcatel Court’s Copyright Policy Interpretation Was Inconsistent with Precedent
While the court did not frame the issue in terms of fair use or antitrust policy, it found that restricting use of the software to
its own hardware components amounted to use of a copyright “to indirectly gain commercial control over products DSC does
not have copyrighted.”157 Such a finding is consistent with the principle that a copyright attaches solely to the work described
by the copyright, and may not be used to garner additional royalties or control over a separate component not protected by
that copyright.158 In effect, then, the court invalidated the license term and refused to grant an injunction against infringement
(by a non-licensee) precisely because enforcement would allow Alcatel to control the use of the copyrighted software so as to
preclude competitors from gaining access necessary to compete in a separate market. Thus, by refusing to permit DGI to
infringe its copyright for a commercially competitive purpose, Alcatel extended its valid copyright beyond the terms of the
grant.159
This type of analysis ignores the principle outlined by Motion Picture, which is premised on a distinction between use and
access; a patent holder may not offer access in exchange for restrictions on post-sale use of the protected device by a bona
fide licensee.160 The license agreement at issue in Alcatel prevented licensees from using the software with competing
hardware. Under a Motion Picture-type analysis, Alcatel’s licensees presumptively have the power to use the software in
*296 any non-infringing way they wish; a contract term restricting this right should be invalid.161 In other words, so long as
the protected expression is not copied in a way which would deny the copyright holder the benefit of a royalty, one who has
paid for access to the copyright cannot be denied the right to use it.162 But the Alcatel court’s reasoning mistakenly suggests
that contract and intellectual property are equivalent;163 an impermissible contract term between a licensor and a licensee is in
effect treated by the court as an impermissible term of contract between the world and the copyright holder, not just as
between the parties, rendering the copyright at least temporarily invalid and giving anyone the right to use the work based

upon a relationship between the copyright holder and the world. Such a result does not comport with the traditional scope of
copyright cases.164
B. Granting a Right to Compete
1. Lasercomb is Distinguishable on Its Facts
The result suggested above, however, may be consistent with the result sought by the copyright misuse doctrine, which does
not require a contractual or competing relationship between the copyright holder and the infringer, relying instead on an
equitable balancing of the protections and limits of copyright.165 The Lasercomb court’s holding, recognizing a fundamental
distinction between idea and expression, found that a license agreement which prevents its licensees from developing any
competing software acted to extend copyright protection to unprotectable ideas.166 This effected an extension of the
protections copyright affords to an area outside of its allowable scope, preventing any independent development of the idea
which the software expressed,167 albeit reminding us of the inherent difficulties of offering copyright protection to software.168
The license agreement in Alcatel did not involve a non-compete clause; it did not prevent anyone from exploiting the ideas
expressed in Alcatel’s software, or from exploiting anyone else’s ideas.169 Instead, and without analysis, the court found that
the result of restricting the use of Alcatel’s software to its own *297 components somehow limited third-party access to both
ideas and its expression, rendering the ‘extension’ of the copyright anti-competitive.170 Thus, the Alcatel court in effect
ignored the distinction between ideas and expression, instead reasoning that the anti-competitive result of a license agreement
which restricted access made it technically difficult, but not impossible, for a competitor to develop a microprocessor card
with which it could effectively compete.171 Was the court suggesting that Alcatel’s software was an ‘essential facility?’172
Furthermore, the court assumed, without analysis, that an independent market for microprocessor cards compatible with or
capable of interacting with Alcatel’s system existed.173 As a result, by granting DGI the freedom to test its product, which
involves downloading a copy of Alcatel’s software in violation of the license agreement, the court effectively granted DGI a
right to compete--a right to exploit the copyright without compensation such that it may develop a derivative competitive
market for microprocessor cards.174 The court suggested that enjoining DGI from future infringement would help Alcatel
secure a limited copyright-based monopoly in microprocessor cards,175 despite the court’s expansive analysis and rejection of
any antitrust-based monopolistic claim.176
Indeed, although the court did not suggest that Alcatel attempted to use its copyright to violate antitrust law, by suggesting
that Alcatel attempted to erect a vertical restraint of trade to achieve a monopolistic aim by refusing to allow access for
competitive purposes, the court incorrectly imported an antitrust standard into its analysis.177 Such an inference fails primarily
because refusals to license and refusals to grant access are not alone sufficient to overcome the exclusive rights behind
copyrights,178 and secondarily because the court already had found that there was no ‘relevant market’ in expansion cards for
Alcatel to monopolize. Because copyrights necessarily restrict competition and potentially allow limited monopolies over the
distribution of the attached expression, incantations of anti-competitive conduct based on a perceived future effect of a
use-restriction in a *298 license agreement are improper where the license agreement does not actually restrict competition179
in either the switch software or its microprocessor card market, if indeed the components comprise independent parts of a
separate market.180 But irrespective of the court’s antitrust finding, the assertion that Alcatel may not preclude DGI from
using Alcatel’s software to develop a competing hardware component suggests that Alcatel may not refuse to grant access or
license its software. Such a suggestion is not consistent with the idea that “a copyright holder can exercise its right to exclude
others from using the protected expression, even if the exclusion impacts competition in more than one relevant antitrust
market.”181
2. The Alcatel Court Fails to Consider the Result of Infringement
The court in Triad Systems held that the bundling of copyrighted software in a system including non-protected hardware with
a restrictive license agreement did not give carte blanche to competitors to appropriate that software to provide competing
services, even though the effect of the agreement was to tie the purchase of the software with an obviously unprotectable
service agreement.182 The license agreement prohibited third-party access to and use of the diagnostic software without an
additional fee, the use of which being necessary to perform the (unprotectable) service.183 The court in Triad Systems found
that the license agreement did not inhibit independent development of diagnostic service software capable of competing.184

Unlike Triad Systems, the court in Alcatel failed to consider whether DGI’s use of Alcatel’s software would result in DGI’s
commandeering Alcatel’s software to profit from “using it for the very purpose for which, and in precisely the same manner
in which, it was designed to be used.”185
DGI’s use of the software for ‘testing’ purposes cannot properly be seen as using the software to provide the same essential
service: enabling the switch matrix to guide and convert telephone signals through the system.186 However, because DGI’s
purpose behind its misappropriation and infringement was to develop a product which would collaterally infringe upon
Alcatel’s copyright, it is arguable that the effect of this development would enable DGI to provide a ‘service’ which would
necessarily require access to and use of Alcatel’s software, thus getting a *299 free ride by using that copyrighted software to
compete in an Alcatel-type microprocessor card market.187
Although the microprocessor cards are not an essential part of a protected process, they necessarily access and use Alcatel’s
software in performing the function of the software, and the court found that DGI would be participating in contributory
infringement of Alcatel’s software copyright.188 As such, DGI’s potentially competing microprocessor cards could not
perform but one function: to interact with and download Alcatel’s software. Under current law, unauthorized downloading
results in the making of an infringing copy, thus the making of a device which copies and ‘uses’ the software would be
contributory infringement because it derives economic benefit from the use of the substitute copy for precisely the same
purpose for which the original was intended.189 Because the microprocessor card retrieves a copy of the software--the ideas
plus the expression--the card can be seen as part of an integrated medium of expression, embodying a copyrighted software
‘process’ by which the system functions. Under a Dawson Chemical and an amended § 271 public policy analysis,190 even
though the process itself is not protected and Alcatel is not properly ‘denied’ royalties from the sale of such cards, the cards
nevertheless access, copy, and use the software, form an essential and integrated component of exercising the software
copyright, and there is no substantial ‘non-infringing’ use for the DGI-built microprocessor card. Alcatel’s licensing
agreement extending the protection of the copyright to the microprocessor card may be within the public policy in assuring
that others do not “share in the spoils, even though they had contributed nothing” to the development of the software and the
expression embodied within.191
3. Testing as Reverse Engineering
The licensing agreement at issue in Alcatel did not prevent independent development of Alcatel’s software ideas, although it
did restrict unauthorized access to the ideas expressed, raising the concern that such restriction impinges upon the public
policy behind the grant of copyright.192 As such, the court in Alcatel assumed away DGI’s testing of its cards (by which
copying occurs) at *300 Alcatel’s licensee’s location as non-infringing use.193 The court found that these acts did not amount
to copyright infringement, and by its holding effectively characterized such ‘reverse engineering’ processes as necessary to
satisfy a general competitive need.194
The court seemed preoccupied with Alcatel’s ability to restrict access to its software, and while the court did not address a
fair use claim, such a public policy focus recalls a Sega-type analysis, the question to be asked whether such copying
provided the only means by which to obtain access to unprotectable elements contained within Alcatel’s software.195 Indeed,
the court seemed to stake its misuse analysis heavily upon its assumption that the only way DGI could gain access to the
functional elements of Alcatel’s software was through ‘infringing’ activity.196
Fair use, unlike copyright misuse, is a statutory defense to infringement premised upon a public policy of encouraging
creative expression, requiring a court to address whether access to the software itself was authorized.197 The court in Alcatel
should have used a fair use analysis to determine whether DGI’s activities fell within a valid reverse engineering context.198
DGI did not reverse engineer in the traditional sense; it used a copy to test whether or not it could market its product.
Arguably, such testing activity is not “commercial exploitation of protected expression” as DGI made no attempt to market a
‘copy’ of Alcatel’s software.199 Use of a fair use analysis for copyrighted software more properly balances copyright and
competition policy without coming to the untenable conclusion that unauthorized access and infringement is essentially a fair
use even where the purpose is to develop an infringing-capable product.200
*301 C. The Alcatel Decision in Light of the Digital Millenium Copyright Act
The legislative history behind the Digital Millenium Copyright Act is instructive. Congress recognized the utility of fully

maximizing the social gain achieved by the dissemination of ideas by allowing reverse engineering of software lawfully
obtained.201 Congress also sought to minimize the potentially destructive market impact copyright protection can obtain by
permitting service providers the ability to utilize the function of a computer (which is to ‘run’ software) for the limited
purpose of servicing computer hardware.202
Implicit in these provisions is the notion that software developers should be able to restrict and otherwise assert control over
access to the software itself, rather than merely the expression.203 The provision authorizing specific and limited use by
service providers in the course of servicing hardware raises the presumption that copyright holders are blessed with the
ability to exert control over how and where their copyrighted software is copied and used.204
Without reflecting on the wisdom of these provisions, they tend to suggest that in the absence of authorized or licensed use,
or fair use,205 restricting access through license agreements or technical measures will rarely be violative of copyright
policy,206 thus a defendant’s misuse defense may not succeed where he has infringed or induced an infringement of a
copyright to obtain access to the software.207 Applied in the context of Alcatel, allowing DGI to test its equipment using
Alcatel’s software is not within the allowable exception expressed by the DMCA; DGI gained access to and copied the
software without a right to use the software, which sets DGI’s act outside the permissible scope of Section 1201(f).208
Alcatel’s holding that such testing is necessary for DGI to compete ignores the Congressional mandate that, while
recognizing reverse engineering as a legitimate means of better balancing the competition vs. creativity dichotomy in
‘functional’ software, grants greater power to copyright owners to negotiate access to the ideas embedded in software by
defining who may use the expression in the software.209
*302 V. Conclusion
The court in Alcatel expanded the scope copyright misuse beyond its equitable scope. The license agreement in Alcatel
sought to tie its copyright protection in its software over its hardware by prohibiting the use of the software on non-Alcatel
microprocessor cards. Such post-sale use restrictions are generally beyond the scope of copyright traditionally defined and a
misuse of copyright. However, if DGI, as the court found, intended to contributorily infringe Alacatel’s copyright by
providing competing cards which act solely to access, copy, and use the copyrighted work in an integrated medium of
expression, the effect of the license restriction merely prevents its software copyright from infringement and unauthorized
use. The use restriction does not prevent a lawful licensee from gaining access to the ideas within the work, does not prevent
its licensees from using competing products, does not garner market power over unprotected products, and does not
undermine incentives to innovate.
The court’s holding provides little guidance to copyright holders over the extent to which a license agreement can prevent or
refuse third-party access to its software, and can be interpreted to mean that competitors have a right to gain access,
irrespective of the generally understood principle that copyright holders have the freedom to control and restrict access
through imposing a cost on the right to use the copyrighted work. The mere fact that such a license agreement has
anti-competitive affects should not be grounds for copyright misuse. A copyright confers a limited monopoly over the
reproduction of that work, and anti-infringement use-restrictions, applied in the context of this case, are consistent with the
policy Congress has directed. While an equitable copyright misuse doctrine provides the most appropriate guidance in
determining the scope and strength of a copyright, courts should ‘balance’ the equities and relative weight of the goals behind
intellectual property protection.
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